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Abstract—Modern synthetic aperture radar (SAR) systems
for Earth observation from space employ innovative hardware
concepts. The key idea is to digitize the output of a multi-element
antenna almost immediately after the receiver and to dynamically
process these data either on board the radar satellite in real
time or on ground. This paper addresses the performance of
such digital beamforming (DBF) systems in the presence of phase
and magnitude errors in the digital channels. For this, analytic
expressions for the sensitivity and range ambiguity performance
are derived. These equations are kept general, so that they are
valid for both, planar array antennas and array-fed reflector
antennas. It is an important objective of this paper to compare
these two antenna types to each other. A major conclusion
from this analysis is that direct radiating phased arrays are
inherently more susceptible to random phase and magnitude
errors compared to array-fed reflector antenna based systems.
This manifests itself in a more rapid degradation of the imaging
performance with phased array antennas.

Index Terms—synthetic aperture radar (SAR), digital beam-
forming (DBF), phased array, array-fed reflector, error analysis

I. INTRODUCTION

Traditionally, synthetic aperture radar (SAR) systems for
Earth observation employ phased array antennas [3], [8], [14],
[23], [24], which are electronically steerable in order to collect
data from a certain region on ground. This allows imaging
swath-widths in stripmap mode in the order of a few ten
kilometers or several hundred kilometers in ScanSAR mode
but with reduced azimuth resolution. Modern SAR sensors
are required to cover rather a few hundred-kilometer wide
swaths at even higher resolution. This gives rise to new
SAR system concepts, which feature so-called multi-channel
architectures. This means these sensors simultaneously acquire
data with multiple digital receivers and have the data processed
either directly onboard the spacecraft or on ground. Moreover,
antenna types with a long heritage for instance in satellite
communications are being given consideration in the field
of SAR imaging, namely large deployable reflector antennas,
fed by phased arrays [9], [18], [20]. The motivation for such
antenna concepts here is clearly the potential to provide very
large apertures, with the goal of improving the sensitivity
of the SAR system as well as the ambiguity performance.
Nevertheless, as performance requirements further increase in
the future, sophisticated radar architectures in conjunction with
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powerful radar signal processing techniques will have to fill the
gap between these requirements and what’s physically feasible.

In reality, however, it is obvious that systematic as well as
random errors impair the performance of a microwave system.
For example, during operation the transmit/receive modules of
a SAR sensor will heat up and can cause fluctuations of the
magnitude and phase settings, if not compensated properly.
Uncalibrated errors like these will introduce beamforming
errors, which could manifest themselves in a degraded sen-
sitivity and ambiguity suppression performance. Other error
sources affecting SAR imaging can be residual calibration
errors, imprecise antenna pattern knowledge, electromagnetic
coupling, attitude and direction of arrival uncertainties or
quantization errors.

On antenna level, publications dating back as far as to
the 1950s have investigated the effects of random as well
as systematic errors, like surface errors, phase and amplitude
quantization errors or element position errors on the antenna
pattern shape, beam pointing and sidelobe levels [2], [11],
[12], [19], [22], [25], [28]. These papers address and com-
pare array-fed reflector antennas as well as direct radiating
large aperture antennas consisting of many elements. With
the commissioning of Earth observation satellites employing
large phased array antennas, error investigations have been
conducted for instance for the Radarsat-2 mission [8] or
the TerraSAR-X / TanDEM-X missions [1], [4]. Recently,
new SAR system concepts with multiple digital channels and
massive onboard processing raised again the question on their
calibration requirements and sensitivity against various error
sources [6], [7], [15].

The focus of this work lies on a SAR performance com-
parison of phased array and array-fed reflector antenna based
systems, featuring multi-channel hardware architectures. In
contrast to [7] we consider beamforming in elevation. Based
on a SAR signal model in Section II, an error model is
introduced in Section II-A. The SAR antenna concepts and
beamforming techniques are introduced in Sections II-B and
II-C, respectively. The performance for a spaceborne SAR
scenario is presented in Section III, which is complemented
by considerations on antenna level in Section IV. A discussion
in Section V concludes the paper.

II. SAR SIGNAL MODEL

Synthetic aperture radar imaging employing digital beam-
forming (DBF) can be described by the following time-domain
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point target signal model:

u(t) =
∑
i

wi(t)ei

[∑
k

s(t, ϑk(t))ai(ϑk(t)) + vi(t)

]

=
∑
i

wiei

[∑
k

skaik + vi

]
. (1)

Since we are focusing on beamforming in the range or
elevation direction, denoted by the continuous angular variable
ϑk, the azimuthal variable shall be omitted for a clearer
representation. The summation index k refers to range am-
biguous radar echoes, superimposing the signal of interest
(k = 0). In this context wi denote time-variant beamforming
coefficients, i counting the receive channels, which are ad-
justed with a certain update rate in accordance with the SAR
pulse propagating across the swath. Here, very short pulses
have been assumed, such that the beamforming operation can
be represented by a simple multiplication with a complex
coefficient, instead of a filtering operation. The variable s
incorporates the transmit waveform, the propagation paths
from the transmitter to ground and back to the receiver, as
well as the backscatter function and other constant terms. The
functions ai describe the two-way antenna patterns including
the transmit and receive patterns, while vi represents additive
white Gaussian receiver noise. In this model, errors have been
introduced by the multiplicative terms ei. In the context of
this paper, these errors shall refer to the receiver only, which
is a reasonable assumption for SAR systems with a single
transmit channel. This approach might have to be modified
when looking at multi-transmitter architectures.

Based on signal model (1), typical SAR performance met-
rics, namely the noise equivalent sigma zero (NESZ) and the
range ambiguity-to-signal ratio (RASR), shall be derived. For
this, we have to take the power of the beamformer output
signal u(t)

E
{
|u(t)|2

}
= Psk + Pv

= E
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where the thermal noise vi has been assumed uncorrelated with
signal and range ambiguities sk. Note, here a very contracted
notation of the expectation operator E has been used. It shall
refer to the errors ei, signal and range ambiguities sk and
thermal receiver noise vi. Evaluating equation (2) further,
one arrives at power expressions for the signal and range

ambiguities Psk and the thermal noise Pv
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∑
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In equation (3) mutually uncorrelated signal and range ambi-
guities have been postulated. This assumption shall also apply
to the thermal noise of the receive channels in equation (4).
We have taken zero mean distributions for the thermal noise
as well as for the signal and range ambiguities, with variances
σ2
vi and σ2

sk
, respectively. Note, in the frame of SAR imaging

σ2
sk

is usually related to the backscatter coefficient σ0.

A. Error Model

Except being multiplicative, the error in equation (1) is
kept quite general. An accepted model in the literature is the
following [11], [25]:

ei = (1 + ξi) ejζi . (5)

In the context of SAR imaging it would describe magnitude
and phase errors, ξi and ζi, respectively. Those are typical er-
rors encountered, when setting for instance gain and phase of a
SAR system’s transmit/receive modules. In a simple approach
one might assume zero mean magnitude errors1 with standard
deviation σξi and phase errors uniformly distributed in an
interval [−∆ζi/2,∆ζi/2] with the corresponding probability
density function

pζi(ζi) =
1

∆ζi
rect (ζi; ∆ζi) . (6)

Note, for a uniform distribution the standard deviation σζi is
related to the interval ∆ζi via

σζi =
∆ζi√

12
. (7)

Now the expectations E
{
eie

∗
j

}
in equations (3) and (4) can

be calculated according to2 (see Appendix)

E
{
eie

∗
j

}
= δij

(
1 + σ2

ξi

)
+ (1− δij) sinc

∆ζi
2

sinc
∆ζj

2
, (8)

where δij denotes the Kronecker delta. Here, again, we have
taken the errors ξi and ζi to be mutually uncorrelated. This
presumption should be regarded rather pessimistic with regard
to the performance degradation, since in a real system there
could be correlations for instance due to a uniform heating of

1This is an approximation, since magnitude errors are usually asymmet-
rically distributed and therefore the expectations E{ξi} wouldn’t vanish.
However, for small errors this assumption is reasonable.

2An even simpler model might assume an error phasor with both compo-
nents, real-part and imaginary part, Gaussian distributed ei = 1 + ξi + jζi.
In this case the expectation E{eie∗j} would result in 1 + δijσ

2
ξi

+ δijσ
2
ζi

.
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the transmit/recieve modules. This means in reality the perfor-
mance degradation might not be as severe. For the remainder
of the paper we shall introduce a further simplification such
that the magnitude and phase error standard deviations are
taken constant across the receive channels, with σξi = σξ and
σζi = σζ .

B. SAR Antenna Concepts

So far we haven’t made any specifications regarding the
SAR antenna. In equation (1) the functions ai represent, quite
generally, the far-field patterns of a multi-receiver antenna.
Here, two antenna concepts shall be contrasted with each
other, the first being a phased array based SAR system and the
second an array-fed reflector SAR system. Figure 1a sketches
a side-looking SAR with planar array antenna. The sensor
flies into the paper plane (azimuth direction) while scanning
is performed in the paper plane (angle ϑ). Each primary
pattern ai, indicated by the rainbow color code, illuminates
the same region on ground. In contrast Fig. 1b shows a

digital planar
array

θ

ϑ primary
patterns ai

ground

flight
direction

(a)

reflector

digital feed array

sum-pattern

θ

ϑ

primary
patterns

secondary
patterns ai

ground

flight
direction

(b)

Fig. 1: Side-looking SAR system with a digital multi-channel
receiver. A classical phased array SAR (a) illuminates the
swath on ground with its primary patterns, each associated
with a digital channel. (b) In contrast, an array-fed reflector
SAR uses its secondary patterns to illuminate the swath on
ground. The difference between both concepts lies in the shape
of the far field patterns ai.

reflector-based SAR system. Here, the primary patterns of

the feed array are directed towards a reflector with circular
aperture, which transforms these primary patterns into so
called secondary patterns. The secondary patterns illuminate
essentially non-overlapping regions on ground. Summing up
all secondary patterns yields a broad pattern, which shall
serve as illuminating source of the swath on ground. Insofar
direct radiating arrays fundamentally differ from array-fed
reflectors by their pattern characteristics. This should manifest
in different behaviour under error conditions.

For the purpose of comparison, a planar array antenna and
an array-fed reflector antenna have been simulated, with the
most important parameters given in Table I. The choice of a

antenna reflector planar array
diameter / size Dref = 15m Dpla = 11m

focal length 13.5m -
offset 9m -
elements 35 35
spacing 0.6591λ 1.3183λ

TABLE I: Antenna parameters for a planar array antenna and
an array-fed reflector. The antennas have been simulated at
1.2575 GHz (λ = 0.2384 m).

frequency of 1.2575 GHz was motivated by investigations of
SAR missions at L-band, but has no deeper meaning beyond
this. More details regarding the array-fed reflector can be
found, for example, in [10]. In order to have a fair comparison,
both antennas shall possess the same number of elements
(digital channels) and the same half power beamwidth ϑ3 dB

at boresight, which may be approximated according to

ϑ3 dB ≈ 1.22
λ

Dref
≈ 0.89

λ

Dpla
= 1.1° . (9)

This results in a relatively large antenna elevation dimension
Dpla of 11 m. For the sake of performance comparison the
planar array size in azimuth is taken to be 11 m resulting
in a square aperture. Note, current SAR satellites, like the
RADARSAT-2 satellite [21], usually employ antenna sizes
of more than 10 m in only one dimension, while having a
relatively small size in the other dimension. However, since
this example here is only meant for a meaningful performance
comparison, a similar analysis for instance at X-band would
lead to feasible antenna sizes according to the state-of-the-art.

The larger pre-factor for the array-fed reflector is a conse-
quence of the circular aperture and also the illumination-taper
by the primary patterns [17], as indicated in Fig. 1b.

C. Beamforming

In order to derive beamforming coefficients wi, we switch
to the more convenient vector-matrix notation and reformulate
equation (1) according to

u = wT

(∑
k

s(ϑk)a(ϑk) + v

)
, (10)

where we have omitted the time variable t for a clearer repre-
sentation. Important to mention here is that the beamforming
coefficients will be computed from an error-free signal model.
This approach is reasonable unless these errors are known a
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priori and characterized well. In this case one would deal with
the complete equation

u = wTE

(∑
k

s(ϑk)a(ϑk) + v

)
(11)

= wT

(∑
k

s(ϑk)ae(ϑk) + ve

)
(12)

including the error terms on the main diagonal of the matrix
E. Mathematically, this equation is equivalent to (10), which
allows formulating the following optimization problem [16]

minimize wTRvw∗ , (13)

subject to wTa(ϑ0) = 1 , (14)

|wTa(ϑSL)|2 ≤ ηSL , ϑk ∈ ϑSL . (15)

Equation (13) represents the noise power (see equation (4)) to
be minimized, with Rv = E{vvH} the noise channel covariance
matrix. Equation (14) is a mainbeam constraint, causing a
beam-pointing at ϑ0 and equation (15), which in fact resembles
a set of equations, introduces sidelobe constraints. In the fol-
lowing we concentrate on two beamforming techniques, where
the first one is known as minimum variance distortionless
response (MVDR) beamforming. This beamformer takes only
the mainbeam constraint (14) into account and has the analytic
solution

w∗ =
R−1

v a(ϑ0)

aH(ϑ0)R−1
v a(ϑ0)

. (16)

As second beamforming concept we use the complete set
of constraints and try to minimize entire sidelobe regions
where the most dominant range ambiguities can be expected.
In this paper this technique shall be referred to as sidelobe-
constrained MVDR beamforming.

III. COMPARISON - SAR PERFORMANCE

Having established the theoretical foundation, we can now
define the performance parameters, based on error model (5),
to be investigated for the planar direct radiating array and
the array-fed reflector, using MVDR beamforming and its
sidelobe-constrained version:

NESZ :=
Pv

Ps0/σ
0(θ0)

, (17)

RASR :=
Psk,k 6=0

Ps0
. (18)

For the computation of the signal, ambiguity and noise power,
using equations (3) and (4), the terms σ2

sk
and σ2

v may be found
in agreement with the standard SAR literature [5] according
to

σ2
sk

=
PTxλ

3c · dc · σ0(θk)

44π3vsatLsysr3
k sin θk

, (19)

σ2
v = kBT0BFsys , (20)
rk = r0 + k/PRF , (21)

assuming equal noise power in each receive channel (see Table
II for an explanation of the individual parameters). It should

be mentioned that in the subsequent performance evaluations
the NESZ and the RASR have been evaluated at zero Doppler
frequency, which is a good approximation to the case when
an azimuth integration of the Doppler spectra is taken into
account.

For the purpose of performance comparison, the Tandem-L
mission proposal [10], [13], [18] shall serve as a simulation
scenario, with the most important parameters relevant for
equations (19), (20) and (21) listed in Table II. Figure 2 shows

parameter symbol value
orbit height 740 km

satellite velocity vsat 7484m/s

antenna boresight angle 32.2°
minimum incident angle 26.3°
backscatter model σ0 short vegetation [26]
swath width 350 km

kth distance rk variable
kth incident angle θk variable
peak Tx power (refl. / pla.) PTx 4862W / 4950W
system losses Lsys 3.6dB

system noise figure Fsys 3.5dB

pulse duty cycle (refl. / pla.) dc 4% / 5%
pulse repetition frequency PRF 2.6 kHz

bandwidth B 84MHz

reference temperature T0 290K

speed of light c 2.998× 108 m/s

Boltzmann’s constant kB 1.38× 10−23 m2kg
s2K

TABLE II: Simulation parameters assuming a Tandem-L sce-
nario.

the expectation value of the NESZ for the planar array SAR
in plot (a) and for the array-fed reflector SAR in plot (b).
Here, MVDR beamforming according to equation (16) has
been used. The curves refer to different levels of phase error
standard deviations σζ , where σζ = 0° represents the error-
free or nominal case. While an error level of 5° is a realistic
assumption for present day SAR satellites, the values larger
than this may be considered unlikely to occur in real systems.
Here, their purpose is to give the reader an impression on their
effect on the beamforming performance. The same can be said
about the choice of the magnitude error levels presented in
Section IV.

In terms of performance there is not much difference
between the planar array and the array-fed reflector, except that
the NESZ degrades slightly faster with increasing phase errors
for the planar system. This picture doesn’t change much with
sidelobe-constrained MVDR beamforming, as can be seen in
Fig. 3. However, a general loss in NESZ can be observed.
This is a consequence of the sidlobe constraints, which usually
means sacrificing gain in the mainbeam direction. In case
of the planar array antenna this NESZ loss is almost 2 dB
and therefore significantly more compared to the reflector
antenna. This fact may be attributed to a lack of spatial
orthogonality of the element patterns of the planar array. The
small discontinuities in near and in far range are artefacts of
the beamforming weight optimization, which is re-initialized
for each ground range sample.

The range ambiguity performance with MVDR beamform-
ing is presented in Fig. 4. Here, a qualitative and quantitative
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(a) planar array antenna
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Fig. 2: Expected noise equivalent sigma zero NESZ with
MVDR beamforming versus ground range for different phase
error standard deviation levels σζ . In both cases, (a) and (b)
and in all subsequent simulations, as transmit pattern the sum-
pattern as presented in Fig. 1b has been used.

difference between the planar and the array-fed reflector SAR
system becomes apparent. It seems that reflector SAR systems
become more susceptible to phase errors, when range ambi-
guities occur in the natural minima in the sidelobe regions.
These minima get smeared and a noticeable degradation of the
RASR can be observed (see Fig. 4b). This changes drastically
with a planar array antenna as can be concluded from Fig. 4a.
Here, with increasing phase error standard deviation, an almost
homogeneous degradation of the RASR across the swath can
be noticed. This behaviour is even more pronounced with
sidelobe-constrained MVDR beamforming as depicted in Fig.
5, where a sidlobe constraint ηSL of −50 dB compared to
the mainlobe maximum has been set. In the nominal case
(σζ = 0°), both SAR systems are capable of suppressing
range ambiguities below a level of −40 dB. But in contrast to
the reflector SAR system, the ambiguity rejection performance
changes dramatically for the planar system. Phase errors with
a standard deviation in the order of 5° are sufficient to
worsen the RASR by roughly 20 dB, as it can be observed
in Fig. 5a. In comparison, the array-fed reflector SAR shows
a significantly lower susceptibility to random phase errors.

For a better understanding of the beamforming process,
we can study the effects of phase errors on the gain pattern
examples shown in Fig. 6 versus scan angle ϑ. In this context,
the vertical red dashed lines mark the directions of the range
ambiguities, while the green dashed line denotes the signal
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(a) planar array antenna
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(b) array-fed reflector antenna

Fig. 3: Expected noise equivalent sigma zero NESZ with
sidelobe-constrained MVDR beamforming versus ground
range for different phase error standard deviation levels σζ .
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(a) planar array antenna
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Fig. 4: Expected range ambiguity-to-signal ratio RASR with
MVDR beamforming versus ground range for different phase
error standard deviation levels σζ .
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Fig. 5: Expected range ambiguity-to-signal ratio RASR
with sidelobe-constrained MVDR beamforming versus ground
range for different phase error standard deviation levels σζ .
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Fig. 6: Example of two-way antenna gain patterns versus ele-
vation angle using sidelobe-constrained MVDR beamforming.

direction, corresponding to the rightmost ground range sample

in the above NESZ and RASR plots. Here, the gain patterns
for the nominal case and a phase error standard deviation of
5° are presented. As it can be noticed in Fig. 6a, the planar
array antenna looses almost completely the suppression of the
sidelobes, whereas the array-fed reflector maintains its pattern
shape in the sidelobe region much better (Fig. 6b).

Figure 7 show the complex beamforming coefficients cor-
responding to the pattern plots without phase error presented
in Fig. 6. Here, it becomes evident that in the reflector case
only a few feed elements carry power, while in the planar case
almost all elements contribute.
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(a) planar array antenna
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(b) array-fed reflector antenna

Fig. 7: Sidelobe-constrained MVDR beamforming coefficients
(left: magnitude, right: phase) corresponding to the error-free
pattern examples shown in Fig. 6.

IV. COMPARISON - ANTENNA PERFORMANCE

It is worthwhile to make a comparison between the two
systems on antenna level. Such a scene and imaging geometry
independent approach should give a deeper insight into the
beamforming performance under error conditions. For this,
we define the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and the signal-to-
interference ratio (SIR) according to

SNR :=
Ps0
Pv

, (22)

SIR :=
Ps0

Psk,k 6=0

, (23)

with

σ2
sk

= σ2
vi = 1 . (24)

Note, in this context the SNR could also be interpreted as the
antenna gain on receive. If we ask the question how much
sensitivity and how much interference suppression is lost in
the presence of errors, we can define the following loss figures:

LSNR :=
SNR(e = 1)

SNR
, (25)

LSIR :=
SIR(e = 1)

SIR
. (26)
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Here, the error free values (e = 1) of the SNR and the SIR are
related to the erroneous ones in the denominator. It is clear that
these loss figures depend not only on the phase and magnitude
errors, but also on the direction of the mainbeam as well as
the number and directions of the ambiguities to be suppressed.
The SNR and SIR loss shall be evaluated exactly at the same
location as the patterns given in Fig. 6, namely at the far end
of the swath.
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(a) planar array antenna
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Fig. 8: Expected SNR loss with MVDR beamforming as
a function of the phase error (parameterized for different
magnitude errors).

Figure 8 shows the SNR loss for both antenna types versus
phase error standard deviation σζ . Note, according to formula
(7), a phase error standard deviation of 103.9° corresponds
to phase errors uniformly distributed between ±180°. The
parameter for the curves is now the magnitude error standard
deviation σξ (see equation (5)). A first observation is that
the loss curves converge to a singular value for large phase
errors. However, for the planar antenna this maximum loss
is much bigger compared to the array-fed reflector. This can
be explained by analytically evaluating the loss figure (25).
In antenna boresight direction (ϑ = 0°) and with MVDR
beamforming one can use the simplification wi = ai = 1
and by substituting equations (3), (4) and (5) into (25), one
arrives at

LSNR =
N

1 + sinc2(∆ζ/2)
1+σ2

ξ
(N − 1)

, (27)

where N is the number of array elements. Now it becomes
clear that for phase error intervals ∆ζ of 360° and/or infinitely
large magnitude error standard deviations σξ, the loss in SNR
or antenna gain becomes N , which is 35 or 15.4 dB in our

example3. Of course, the number of array elements for a given
antenna size Dpla is bounded by a minimum element spacing
∆min, N < Dpla/∆min, such that the loss cannot become
infinite. In contrast, the array-fed reflector is much less prone
to such severe SNR losses. This is due to the fact that only a
few feed elements, in the order of two to five feed elements,
contribute to a given signal direction. In far range the beams
are more defocused compared to swath center, which means
that in far range the loss is larger. At swath center this worst
case loss can be as low as 3 dB.
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(a) planar array antenna
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(b) array-fed reflector antenna

Fig. 9: Expected SIR loss with sidelobe-constrained MVDR
beamforming as a function of the phase error (parameterized
for different magnitude errors).

Regarding the interference suppression loss LSIR, which
is presented in Fig. 9, there is also a significant difference
between planar array antennas and array-fed reflectors. Again,
one observes that all the curves converge to a single worst-case
loss value for a phase error standard deviation of 103.9°. In
case of the planar array system, presented in Fig. 9a, we may
be able to give an estimate of this worst-case loss. Inserting
equations (3), (5) and (24) into equation (23) gives us for the

3The example in Fig. 8a is not a boresight situation, but the scan-loss is
negligible, so that the maximal loss in this example is almost exactly 15.4dB.
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error-free and erroneous SIR

SIR(e = 1) =

∑
i

∑
j wiw

∗
jaia

∗
j∑

i

∑
j wiw

∗
j

∑
k aika

∗
jk

≈ 1

KηSL
, (28)

SIR(σξ = 0, σζ = 103.9°) =

∑
i|wi|2|ai|2∑

i|wi|2
∑
k|aik|2

(29)

≈ 1

K
, (30)

where K is the number of range ambiguities (number of angles
ϑk in constraint (15)). Combining these results yields for the
interference suppression loss roughly

LSIR ≈
1

ηSL
, (31)

which, for our example in Fig. 9a, would be 50 dB. For a
reflector SAR system (see Fig. 9b) it is of course much harder
to give such a quantitative estimate, since, due to a lack of an
analytic antenna pattern model ai, especially expression (29) is
hard to evaluate. But it is clear that due to the inherently low
sidelobes of reflector antennas, the terms |aik|2 in equation
(29) contribute much less in comparison to a planar array.
This explains, why under extreme error conditions, array-fed
reflector antennas still are able to suppress range ambiguities
to a certain degree.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

This paper presents a sensitivity analysis of SAR systems
with digital beamforming against random magnitude and phase
errors. We have derived formulas which can be used to
estimate the sensitivity and range ambiguity performance of
multi-elevation-channel SAR systems under error conditions.
Here, the focus lies on SAR modes with constant pulse
repetition frequency PRF . Moreover, the performance has
been demonstrated for single- and dual-polarization modes.
However, an extension to quad-polarization modes and modes
with non-constant PRF [27] should be straight forward.

Two types of SAR antennas have been opposed to each
other: a conventional planar phased array antenna and an array-
fed reflector antenna. It turned out that direct radiating arrays
are inherently more sensitive to those kind of errors. The
reason for this lies in the functional principle of these antennas.
Since each array element ’sees’ the same angular far field
domain, direct radiating arrays require all elements to form,
for instance, a narrow high gain beam. The shape of the beam
is controlled by the phases and magnitudes of the beamforming
weights. In contrast, the functional principle of a reflector
antenna is fundamentally different. To form a narrow high gain
beam in principle a single feed element is sufficient, if placed
at the focal point. This means the beamforming problem is
transformed to a mechanical shaping problem in the reflector
case. Insofar one may conclude that as long as a reflector
is stable against thermal or mechanical deformation, it will
always be more robust against random phase and magnitude
errors in the transmit/receive modules. Stated differently, direct
radiating arrays are comparatively more prone to this kind of

errors, since beamforming with this type of antenna includes
always the whole set of array elements.

Finally, one should remark that once idealizing assumptions,
like on the thermo-elastic stability of the reflector antenna
aperture or on other geometrical and material tolerances and
uncertainties, are dropped, the picture might change and the
performance of array-fed reflector antennas may become less
superior or even worse when compared to planar direct radi-
ating antenna arrays, depending on the amount of geometrical
errors considered.

APPENDIX

The expectations E
{
eie

∗
j

}
substituting error model (5) read

E
{
eie

∗
j

}
= E
ξi,ξj ,ζi,ζj

{
(1 + ξi + ξj + ξiξj)e

j(ζi−ζj)
}
.

(32)

Here, we have explicitly expressed that the expectations are
taken with respect to the independent variables ξi, ξj , ζi and
ζj . Now we can discriminate two cases. For i = j, the complex
exponential vanishes and the expectations are

E
ξi

{
1 + 2ξi + ξ2

i

}
= 1 + σ2

ξi . (33)

Note, the term E{2ξi} vanishes according to our assumption.
In the case when i 6= j the expectations yield

E
ζi,ζj

{
ej(ζi−ζj)

}
= sinc

∆ζi
2

sinc
∆ζj

2
. (34)

The results (33) and (34) can then be combined to the single
equation (8) using the Kronecker delta.
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